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 In recent years, rapid development of multimedia applications leads to the 
requirement of huge data storage and high-speed data transfer capacity 
so that data compression emerges as an attractive topic. However, it is 
hard to compress sudden-changing signals, especially in high-speed and 
real-time processing. This paper proposes a hardware solution for real-
time signal compression based on Daubechies wavelet transform (Db 
WT). The set of Db WT factors has been modified into integer number in 
order to be suitable for hardware implementation. The experiments were 
conducted on FPGA prototype implementation of real-time speech com-
pression for evaluating the proposed approach. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, data compression techniques are com-
mon in communication systems for reducing the 
size of data. It means that less number of bits can 
convey the same information as original one. The 
work aims to save storage space, transmission time, 
and transmission bandwidth. Compression ratio is 
used to indicate the efficiency of a compression 
technique. This ratio is defined as the ratio between 
the uncompressed and compressed size so that the 
greater ratio is more efficient in compressing. 
There are two basic types of compression: lossless 
and lossy. In lossless compression the original in-
formation can be retrieved exactly form the com-
pressed data whereas it cannot be done by lossy 
because of lacking noninvertible property. Conse-
quently, although lossy can be achieved higher 
compression ratio than lossless, it is limited to ap-
plication in which we can tolerate the loss (Won-
yong et al., 1997; Rajesh et al., 2001; Abdul et al., 
2003; Sun et al., 2013). 

Applying transform methods is one of many rec-
ommended solutions for data compression. Trans-
form methods convert data from one form to an-
other more convenient to process. The Fourier 
Transform (FT) is a well-known method for signal 
analysis. The Short Time Fourier Transform 
(STFT) is an advanced version of FT that gives a 
time-frequency presentation of the signal. It can be 
used to analyze unpredictable (non-stationary) sig-
nals. However, it cannot have arbitrarily good time 
and frequency resolutions. In this case, one must 
trade one for the other. The Wavelet Transform 
(WT) therefore was proposed as a new method for 
time-frequency analysis. Wavelet Transform pro-
vides the better resolution in both frequency and 
time domain at the same time based on multi-
resolution technique, which is different frequencies 
be analyzed at different resolutions. This transform 
is efficient in analyzing non-stationary and transi-
ent signals (Wonyong et al., 1997; Rajesh et al., 
2001; Abdul et al., 2003; Hussein et al., 2010). 
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Furthermore, due to the wavelet decomposition 
offers both time and frequency domain, it is more 
efficient than the traditional techniques to not only 
decompose but also reconstruct the non-stationary 
signals. The translated and scaled mother wavelets 
are capable of providing multi-resolution of the 
non-stationary speech signal through low pass and 
high pass filter banks (Polikar, 1999). The low pass 
filtered speech signals keep most of the speech 
energy and perception. Therefore, after the high-
pass filtered components are discarded, and the low 
pass filtered components are kept, the speech will 
be compressed (Johnson, 1996). Because of these 
reasons, lossy compression technique is used in 
this research. 

For using a digital system to process the input sig-
nal, it is more convenient to define Discrete Wave-
let Transform, the discrete version of the wavelet 
transform. Besides, the lifting versions of wavelet 
transform have several advantages. They are 
memory efficient and do not require a temporary 
memory array. In addition, the inverse transform is 
the mirror of the forward transform (Ingrid et al., 
1998; James, 1999; Ivan, 2003). 

In DWT speech compression, the speech signals 
after being converted into digital, these samples 
were compressed. Three-level speech compression 
was performed in real time with the compression 
ratio 8:1. This compression data were written into 
SDRAM memory. To recontrust these signals,  
the data can be read out from the memory, then  
up sampled by 8 and converted into analog  
signals. The reconstructed sound could be played 
clearly in the external speakers without audible 
background noise. 

The initial study of compression algorithm is eval-
uated using MATLAB. Verilog Hardware Descri-
tion Language (HDL) is used to implement the 
hardware architecture of the speech compression 
system. The Verilog HDL finite state machine 
(FSM) designs are verified by running ModelSim 
simulation. Finally, Altera Cyclone II FPGA de-
vice on the Altera DE2 development kit is chosen 
as the prototyping platform. 

This remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 introduces the lifting scheme DWT 
theory. How to design the lifting scheme 
Daubechies DWT block on FPGA is then described 
in section 3. Finally, in section 4 we discuss the 
results and close by briefly discussing future direc-
tions of this work. 

2 LIFTING SCHEME DAUBECHIES 
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM 

Daubechies wavelets are compact orthogonal filter 
banks, which satisfy the perfect reconstruction 
condition. In addition, Daubechies wavelets have 
maximum number of vanishing moments for a giv-
en order so that they can be used to provide the 
good approximation of the original signal 14. For 
these reasons, the Daubechies 4-tap (Db4) orthog-
onal filter bank was chosen for this work. The lift-
ing scheme Daubechies 4-tap (Db4) DWT consists 
of four-step operations: update1, predict1, update2 
and normalization 7. The wavelet-lifting scheme is 
more memory efficient and does not require a tem-
porary storage as the general Daubechies DWT 
does. Figure 1 shows the lifting scheme 
Daubechies DWT diagram. 

 

Fig. 1: Lifting scheme Daubechies DWT  

Ingrid et al. 1998 

In Figure 1, the input signals are first splited into 
even and odd samples successively, and then up-
date1, predict1, update2, normalization1 and nor-
malization2 stages perform according to equations 
follows: 

Update1: (1)  

[ ] [ ] 3 [ ]

[ ] 1.732 [ ]

Even n Even n Odd n

Even n Odd n
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Predict1: (2)
 

3 3 2
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ 1]

4 4
[ ] 0.433 [ ] 0.067 [ 1]

Odd n Odd n Even n Even n

Odd n Even n Even n


   

   
    

Update2: (3)  

[ ] [ ] [ 1]Even n Even n Odd n    
Normalization1: (4)

 

3 1
[ ] [ ] 0.5176 [ ]

2
Even n Even n Even n


 

 
   

Normalization2: (5)

 

3 1
[ ] [ ] 1.9319 [ ]

2
Odd n Odd n Odd n


 

   

In this case, Even[n] and Odd[n] denotes for the 
even and odd samples respectively.  Further details 
about the lifting scheme of Db4 DWT could be 
found in 7. 

3 FPGA DESIGN OF DWT FOR REAL-
TIME SPEECH COMPRESSION 

In this work, the FPGA design of the lifting 
scheme Daubechies DWT is proposed that consists 
of four components:  ADC controller, DAC con-
troller, Memory Access Controller (MAC), and the 
lifting scheme DWT blocks as shown in Figure 2. 

In the following section, each block of this design 
will be described in more details. 

 
Fig. 2: FPGA design system for speech compression 

3.1 Analog to digital controller 

Because the output of ADC chip is in serial form,  
it  needs to be converted into the parallel form be-
fore storage into SDRAM as references in (Altera 
Corporation, 2008;  Integrated Circuit Solution 
Inc., 2004). Therefore, the function of Analog to 
Digital Converter module is to wait to receive seri-
al digitized data from ADC, and then convert to 
parallel form for writing into SDRAM as well as 
down-sample the samples. Figure 3 describes Fi-
nite State Machine (FSM) of ADC controller. 

 

Fig. 3: Finite State Machine of ADC in real time compression 

3.2 Digital to analog controller 

The function of ADC is to convert reconstructed 
digital signal back to analog form. The compressed 
speech read back from SDRAM are appropriately 
up-sampled, and then sent to DAC for converting 

to analog signal to drive external speakers. The 
FSM of DAC has the same steps as FSM of ADC, 
but in DAC procedure  a flag variable  is  used  to  
control  the  down-sampling  of  output  signal. The 
DAC controller’s FSM is illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4: Finite State Machine of DAC 

3.3 Memory access controller 

Block diagrams are used to depict how to select the 
control signals for writing into or reading back data 
from SDRAM, as shown in Figure 5. In this 
design, the multiplexers select which signals would 
be sent to the memory. These selections are in 
according to command signals (C0, C1, and C2) 

coming from Central Control Unit (CCU). Besides, 
a demultiplexer is also used to select which way 
output data of SDRAM feed to. In this case, 
Central Control Unit plays a role as an arbitrator to 
generate all control signals for the multiplexers and 
demultiplexer running properly. The control 
signals of the CCU is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: The CCU’s control signals 

C2 C1 C0 Explanations 
0 0 0 Idle state 
0 0 1 ADC processing 
0 1 0 DAC processing 
0 1 1 1st-level DWT processing 
1 0 0 2nd-level DWT processing 
1 0 1 3-rd-level DWT processing 
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                                        (a) Address multiplexer                                          (b) Write signal multiplxer  

                 

                                    (c) Read signal multiplexer                                     (d) Input data multiplexer 

 

                                                                         (e) Output data demultiplexer 

Fig. 5: Block diagrams of Memory Access Controller 

3.4 Lifting scheme Db4 discrete wavelet 
transform 

Figure 6 shows the lifting scheme DWT quantiza-
tion diagram 9. Due to the arithmetic complexity 

and slow speed of the floating-point operation in 
hardware, lifting scheme Db4 DWT coefficients 
have to be scaled up and then truncated into inte-
gers that are shown in the following equations.  

 

Fig. 6: The lifting scheme Db4 DWT quantization diagram 

Update1:  (6)  

8 [ ] 14 [ ]
[ ]

8

Even n Odd n
Even n




 
Predict1:  (7)

 

16 [ ] 7 [ ] [ 1]
[ ]

16

Odd n Even n Even n
Odd n

  


  

Update2: (8)   

[ ] [ ] [ 1]Even n Even n Odd n    
Normalization1: (9)   

[ ] 0.5 [ ]Even n Even n  
Normalization2:  (10) 

[ ] 2 [ ]Odd n Odd n   
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In this proposed hardware, both the quality of 
sound and time consuming for processing are con-
sidered when selecting the factors. In Equation (6) 
for Update1 step, the fraction 14/8 (1.75) is  

proposed for truncated value of 3 (~1.732) in 

original Equation (1) rather than 2 as (Jing et al., 
2008) to improve the result for whole process. Im-
portantly, in the lifting scheme Db4 DWT becauce 
the steps are consecutively performed, the error of 
previous step is seriously amplified at the later one. 

 

Fig. 7: Finite State Machine (FSM) of forward lifting scheme DWT 

The main part of this design is lifting scheme DWT 
unit. Figure 7 shows finite state machine (FSM) 
diagram of it. The idle state, where an   active   
input_ready   signal indicates a 16-bit parallel digi-
tal audio sample is available, is utilized to wait for 
the coming valid digital audio samples. shift4 and 
shift4_cntr are used to collect   four   neighboring   
audio   samples in pairs. At update1 state, both 
Even[n] and Even[n+1] are calculated, and then 

Odd[n], Odd[n+1] are also carried out in predict1 
state. Successively, update2 state performs to ob-
tain the new Even[n] based on Even[n] and 
Odd[n+1].  After that, truncate state is employed 
for truncating the new even component to 16-bit. 
Finally, two states: shift2, shift2_cntr are used to 
collect a pair of audio samples. 

4 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

     
(a)                                                                               (b) 

Fig. 8: Experimental results on a typical speech data 

The first step of this work is to decide a proper set 
of DWT factors for hardware implementation, as 
mentioned in section 3.4. The experimental results 
were obtained by performing some testing pro-

grams, which were coded in MATLAB. Figure 8(a) 
illustrates the results on the same axes in case of 
apllying three different set of factors as proposed 
by Ingrid  Daubechies (Ingrid et al., 1998), Jing 
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Pang (Jing et al., 2008) and this work on a typical 
speech data respectiely. Besides, Figure 8(b) shows 
absolute deviations in percentage for two compari-
ons in turn between the results by applying Ingrid  
Daubechies’ factors and Jing Pang’s factors, and 

then with the our proposed one. Consequently, 
with a modified factor for predict step, the 
achieved results of applying this work proposed 
factors is better than the other presented by Jing 
Pang.  

 

Fig. 9: MATLAB plots for original speech and 3-level compression 

Moreover, a program for three-level compression 
was done on MATLAB. In this test, speech signal 
was recorded from soudcard on PC. To evaluate 
the results, the obtain data were plotted for observ-
ing easily (as shown in Figure 9) as well as played 
on loudspeakers. The result is that compressed 
speech after up-sampling can be heard clearly. 

 
Fig. 10: FPGA resource usage 

Figure 10 shows that the design consumes 1,724   
of the total resource available on the EP2C35F672 
chip. 

The digitized speech signals are compressed im-
mediately after each pair of samples is available. 
After the 3rd level lifting scheme DWT is per-
formed, the final compressed speech results are 
written into SDRAM. The whole compression pro-
cess is done in real time. After that, the compressed 
data is read back, up sampled by 8, and then played 

in the speakers. The compressed speech could be 
heard clearly without audible background noise. 
With three levels, compression 87.5% compression 
is achieved, meaning that 12.5% of original sound 
components are reduced. 

For checking the constraint of compression level in 
real time processing, speech compression architec-
tures from 2 to 7 levels were implemented. Based 
on examining the FSM diagram of DWT in Section 
3.4, it’s easy to figure out that each compression 
level needs at least 10 processing states. In my de-
sign, BCLK was used as clock signal for DWT 
block. We have also known that ADC of WM8731 
takes 64 BCLK clock cycles for each new digital 
audio even and odd sample pair to be collected 
(Wolfson Microelectronics Plc., 2004) Conse-
quently, the maximum number of level is 6 because 
further than this the compression processing cannot 
be completed before next pair of samples to come. 
Six-level lifting scheme Db4 DWT real time 
speech compression is also implemented. The 
compressed speech is only recognizable, but not 
very clear. Further than six-level the compressed 
speech could not be recognized. 

Daubechies lifting scheme discrete wavelet trans-
form is not only suitable for compressing non-
stationary signals but also carrying out fixed com-
pression ratios. The design of DWT can also be 
used for several other signals such as seismic sig-
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nal, biological signal (Oonincx et al., 2001; 
Mehmet, 2008). 
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